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Practical Machine Learning with Python: A Problem-Solver's Guide to Building Real-World Intelligent SystemsApress, 2017

	
		Master the essential skills needed to recognize and solve complex problems with machine learning and deep learning. Using real-world examples that leverage the popular Python machine learning ecosystem, this book is your perfect companion for learning the art and science of machine learning to become a successful practitioner....
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Agile Database Techniques: Effective Strategies for the Agile Software DeveloperJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"I wish I had a book like this eight years ago. You’ll want to be sure to have enough copies for both your development and database folks."
     —Jon Kern, Founding Member of the Agile Alliance
"You will find workable, real-world advice here."
     —Doug Barry, Author, Web Services and...
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Oracle 10g RAC Grid, Services & ClusteringDigital Press, 2006
Oracle RAC and grid technology is transforming the economics of high-end database computing and is a technology that all Oracle professionals should become familiar with.  Murali is one of the worlds foremost independent experts on Oracle RAC technology and his book contains everything you need to become proficient in both the theory and practice...
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Oracle Goldengate 11g Complete CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 60 simple and easy-to-follow recipes to perform various Goldengate administration tasks such as installing, configuring, and maintaining Goldengate replication


	Overview

	
		Various recipes that will help you to set up Goldengate in various environments
	
		Practical examples of Goldengate...
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ABAP Performance TuningSAP Press, 2009

	This book is your guide for analyzing and optimizing ABAP source code (ABAP/4 and ABAP Objects). You’ll learn about the analysis tools and performance-relevant technologies, and you’ll discover how you can analyze existing source code and enhance your programming style. This is the resource you need to ensure that your ABAP...
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Oracle High Performance Tuning for 9i and 10gDigital Press, 2003
Master the three parts of tuning an Oracle database: data modeling, SQL code  tuning and physical database configuration.

A data model contains tables and relationships between tables. Tuning a data  model involves nNormalization and dDe-normalization. Different approaches are  required depending on the application, such as OLTP or a...
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Ubuntu Hacks: Tips & Tools for Exploring, Using, and Tuning LinuxO'Reilly, 2006
The Ubuntu distribution simplifies Linux by providing a sensible collection of applications, an easy-to-use package manager, and lots of fine-tuning, which make it possibly the best Linux for desktops and laptops. Readers of both Linux Journal and TUX Magazine...
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Troubleshooting Java Performance: Detecting Anti-Patterns with Open Source ToolsApress, 2017

	With just 30 minutes of troubleshooting, how close can you get to finding the root cause of a Java

	performance problem? What observability tools would you use? What subsystems would you investigate?





	This book is a short curriculum in Java performance tuning for Java server-side developers. It explores

	one methodical...
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Tcl and Tk Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2007
Tcl/Tk is enjoying a resurgence of popularity and interest in the computing community due to the fact that it is relatively easy to learn, powerful, fast, permits rapid development, and runs on all computing platforms. Until now, there has not been a guide book available that teaches Tcl/Tk to those with little or no programming experience....
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VMware Cookbook: A Real-World Guide to Effective VMware UseO'Reilly, 2009
If you want to gain insight into the real-world uses of VMware ESX and ESXi, this book provides scores of step-by-step solutions for working with these products in a wide range of network environments. You'll not only learn the basics -- how to pool resources from hardware servers, computer clusters, networks, and storage, and then distribute...
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PostgreSQL 10 High Performance: Expert techniques for query optimization, high availability, and efficient database maintenancePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of PostgreSQL 10 to design, administer and maintain a high-performance database solution

	
		Key Features

		
			Obtain optimal PostgreSQL 10 database performance, ranging from initial design to routine maintenance
	
			Fine tune the performance of your queries and...
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Troubleshooting Oracle PerformanceApress, 2008
What do you do when your database application isn’t running fast enough? You troubleshoot, of course. Finding the slow part of an application is often the easy part of the battle. It’s finding a solution that’s difficult. Troubleshooting Oracle Performance helps by providing a systematic approach to addressing the...
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